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Abstract
In the spirit of Non-commutative dierential calculus on discrete group,
we construct a toy model of spontaneous CP violation (SCPV). Our
model is dierent from the well-known Weinberg-Branco model although
it involves three Higgs doublets and preserve neutral avor current con-







imposing some constraints on Yukawa couplings.
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Ever since the discovery of CP violation, many mechanisms have been put forward
to explain it. Among them, Kobayashi-Maskawa(K-M) model [10] is the most famous
one and has been accepted as the standard model. However, because all experimental
data indicate that the origin of CP violation is like to be of superweak type, K-M model
is not a natural one for its milliweak character despite it behave like a superweak model.
Among other mechanisms, the Weinberg-Branco model [7] of SCPV has attracted
much attention for its theoretical value. There are three Higgs doublets in their model,
and in order to achieve so-called "natural avor conservation" a discrete symmetry is
imposed to eliminate the avor changing neutral current. The dominant CP violation
mechanisms is mediated by the charged Higgs bosons. As a result the model is milliweak
in character and predicts large CP violation in many experiments other than the
neutral kaon system. Therefore it has been given a very tight constraints from the





two Higgs doublets which has both the SCPV and the NFC [8, 9]. He pointed that
the Glashow-Weinberg criterion for NFC is to be only sucient but not necessary.
After imposing some constraints on Yukawa coupling matrix, his model allow each
Higgs doublet couple to all the fermions so that the lagrangian does not possess any
additional discrete symmetries.
None of the existing CP violation mechanisms is good enough to explain all ex-
perimental data, CP violation remains a mystery. We think that this fact is related to
our lack of knowledge on the origin of Higgs particle. Fortunately with the help of non-
commutative geometry some improvements have been made to understand the origin
of Higgs particle[1  5]. The Higgs eld can be viewed as the gauge eld with respect
to the discrete Z
2
group[4, 5]. Due to the new discrete symmetry, the potential can
be calculated within less freedom. This allow us to understand spontaneous violation
better.
In this paper we construct a toy model to explore the possible relation between
the SCPV and discrete symmetry in the spirit of non-commutative geometry. In our
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, and following the formalism in
[5], we get the lagrangian that a dmits SCPV. After using the result of Y-L Wu, we
can preserve NFC in our model but allow each Higgs doublet couple to all avor of
fermions.
This paper is scheduled as follows: In section 2, we briey give out the result of






. In section 3, we construct our toy model.
At last section, we end with some conclusions and remarks.







2.1 Dierential Calculus on Discrete Groups G
Let G be a discrete group of size N
G









the algebra of the all complex valued functions on G . The basis @
i
; (i = 1;    ; N
G
 1)
of the left invariant vector space F on A are dened as
@
i
f = f  R
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) respectively. Let 
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be the dual space of




























(ii) d(fg) = df  g + ( 1)
degf





could be obtained provided that 
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The involution operator * on the dierential algebra is well dened if it agrees with














. The Haar integral, which remains











2.2 Gauge Theory on Discrete Group G
Let us now construct the generalized gauge theory on nite groups using the above
dierential calculus. Like the usual gauge theory, the d +  is gauge covariant which












































The extended anti-hermitian condition 

=   results in the following relations on
its coecients 
g




















which will be very useful in following discussions.
It can be easily shown that the curvature two form F = d +  
  is gauge























In order to construct the Lagrangian of this gauge theory on discrete groups we
need to introduce a metric on the forms. Let us rst dene the metric  as a bilinear
form on the bimodule 
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[5]. However, the metric on the two
























where the term proportional to  is only appeared when G is commutative[4]. Then





















































































































= fe; e; eg; g
1
= fr; e; eg
g
2
= fe; r; eg; g
3
= fe; e; rg
g
4
= fr; r; eg; g
5
= fr; e; rg
g
6
= fe; r; rg; g
7
= fr; r; rg
(2.20)







































































































































































There are seven independent one-forms in the space of 
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. The components of the connection, corresponding to




and the other for the elements of group. According to the general formalism in








































































































































































































































































If one use the most simple metric form on 
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g are zero, such that one will get the
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; ;  and g one will get the three Higgs
potential with nontrivial vacuum expectation value.
3 A Toy Model with Spontaneous CP violation





troweak gauge elds, quark-lepton spinors and three Higgs doublets should be arranged








according to the three Z
2
symmetry in those elds.
Here for the simplicity we take the three Z
2
group as the same Z
2
symmetry, for ex-
ample, the (CPT )
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) =  (x; g
4
) =  (x; g
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) =  (x; g
2
) =  (x; g
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Furthermore, the Higgs elds 
n
























































































































are the coecient of Yukawa couplings.
After some algebraic calculations one gets the Lagrangian for that model. The




gauge elds, the kinetic terms for fermions and











































We are going to give other terms, which are not the same as in standard model. First,




























































































































In general the Yukawa coupling in (3.9) can not preserve the neutral avor current
conservation (NFC) provided the matrices  
F
n
; (F = U;D;L) can not be diagnolized si-
multaneously by a biunitary or biothogonal transformation. So Weinberg and Glashow
introduced a discrete symmetry in Lagrangian to ensure the NFC. But there is another
way to overcome this diculty by imposing some constraints on Yukawa coupling ma-
trix so that the matrix   can be diagnolized simultaneously[8, 9]. In other words we
require that the real matrices  
a
F






































the arbitrary orthogonal matrices and independent of the Higgs doublet label n. This
is the crucial point for ensuring the NFC.




























































































































for all n = 1; 2; 3 in order to get the normalized kinetic terms for the three Higgs elds.
















































































































































































































































We nd that the terms propotional to c
mn
possess CP nonconservation[7]. Futhermore
we read that the potential is invariant under some discrete symmetry transformation[7].
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4 Remark and Conclusion
In this paper, we construct a three-Higgs toy model of SCPV with the help of the
dierential calculus on discrete group in the spirit of non-commutative geometry. In
our model the NFC is ensured by imposing some constraints on the Yucawa coupling
matrices (just as in [8]) and we allow each Higgs doublet couple to all the fermions.
By a straightforward calculation we obtain a potential which has a CP violation term
and is invariant under a discrete symmetry transformation. However we should address
that the NFC is not necessary in our discussions. If we abandon the NFC, i.e. abandon
the so called simultaneously diagnolized condition of Yukawa coupling matrix, we can
obtain the Weinberg-Hall model[11].
Futhermore the Yukawa coupling will be carefully choosed so that the following
two physical conditions satify:
1. if CP violate, the values of c
mn
should satisfy the triangular condition[7].
2. the masses of three Higgs bosons cannot dier too much, therefore the expectation
values of Higgs doublets must be at the same level.
Then we may construct a physicalCP violation model. This question will be investigate
more.
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